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Klong is a sound, a clang. 
Klong is also a trademark that values timelessness. 

That wants to surprise and give unexpected experiences. 
Let Klong be lingering. Be a statement in the room. 

Klong develops products where the combination of functionality, materials and shape 
make something worthy of caring for, something lasting. Every piece is a product to 

be enjoyed for years to come by its owner. The intention of Klong is to produce products 
that respectfully take the human being and nature in consideration. Klong put great 

importance to work with designers who dare to create their own expressions 
without following trends. Klong finds its inspiration in many different cultures although 

most of the designers come from Sweden.





ÄNG VASE  
Design Eva Schildt
The idea of Äng is to give each individual flower support to stand 
by itself. The vase has a metal insert with a beautiful pattern, which 
makes it a piece of art. The vase is handblown clear glass from 
Böhmen, Czech Republic and the insert is available in brass (black, 
blue, matt golden or matt silver plated). 
Measurements: mega H:7 Ø40cm, large H:10 Ø21cm, small H:8,5 
Ø12,5 cm. Äng rectangular 32x7x8 cm, available in brass.

FANNY VASE 
Design Ami Katz/3dO
Fanny is a sleek and stylish vase. The vase works as built florist 
support. Available in brass, silver plated or blackened brass. 
Comes in two sizes. Measurements: 
big H:45 cm, small H:33 cm

 
DETAILS

  

ORB VASE
Design Straight Design
Orb is a vase where the glass itself creates frames in the plant. The 
insert is made of brass and the glass is handblown from Böhmen, 
Czech Republic. Orb is available in two sizes. Orb big is available 
in blue and Orb small is available in brass. Measurements: 
big H:45 Ø40 cm, small H:24 Ø20 cm



SKOTT VASE
Design Broberg & Ridderstråle
Skott is a vase in three heights. The vase itself 
creates an extension of the stalk giving the 
plants/flowers a particularly attractive form. 
The vase is made of solid brass and the surface 
is varnished to avoid polishing. Measurements: 
small H:26 cm, big H:113 cm, mega H:167 cm

SVANTE WATER BOTTLE
Design Broberg & Ridderstråle
The water bottle is made of brass. It is 
available with brass, copper or nickel 
plated surface. The bottle holds 1 liters 
of water. Measurements: H:30 Ø8 cm



CONSTELLA CANDLE LIGHT
Design Eva Schildt
A pleasant source of light for tea lights, where you choose your own 
shape, a straight line, a star, a circle or the shape of your choice. 
Constella comes in two sizes; stretched out it either measures 64 cm 
with 5 tea light holders or 124 cm with 10 tea light holders. Other 
attachments can be added, special fittings for conventional candles, 
glass inserts that works as a small vase or brass stars. Constella is 
availabe in brass or aluminium. 

CONSTELLA GIFT BOX
Design Eva Schildt
The gift box consists of three different units that 
could be arranged together as tea light, 
candle light and vase - all with the same base. 
This is availble in either aluminium or brass.





GLORIA CANDLESTICK / VASE
Design Broberg & Ridderstråle
The light creates a nice gentle luster with its beautiful halo. 
The candlestick is made of brass, polished or silver plated. 
Gloria is available in two sizes. You can add a smart insert in glass 
and then it becomes a beautiful vase. 
Measurements: Measurements: Small: H 34cm W 31cm L 6cm, 
Large: H 44cm W 41cm L 7,5cm

KLUSTER CANDLESTICK
Design Filippa Reuterswärd
Kluster candlestick is made of aluminium and brass. 
The polished surface gives the illusion of 
seeing right through it. The candles stand 
in an irregular pattern, but together they 
form a cluster. 
Measurements: H12 W:29 D:15 cm

VESPER CANDLESTICK
Design Axel Bjurström
The Vesper candlestick is a modern version of the classical 
chamberstick candle holder in brass or polished aluminium. 
Complement your candle holder with a FLORA glass insert and the 
candlestick becomes a vase. 
Measurements: H:7 Ø11,5 cm

  



FIRA CANDLESTICK 
Design Mia Cullin
Fira comes in various designs, which 
can be combined in different ways for different 
occasions. Fira advent is a candleholder for 
four candles. Fira marschall is a light source 
designed for a torch. 
Fira glass is a light source used for 
pillar candles or bigger tea lights. Fira stand 
is a stand for both Fira marschall and Fira glass.
Measurements: Ø12 cm, stand H:83 cm,
advent H:6 W:31 D:12 cm



TELURIA CANDELABRA  
Design NOTE DESIGN STUDIO
The inspiration for the candelabra Teluria comes from the 
mechanical instrument that illustrates the lights’ interaction between 
the earth, moon and sun. The candlestick is made of stainless steel 
with bronze or nickel plated finish. It is also available with black 
powder coated surface. Measurements: H:46 cm

PATINA OIL LAMP  
Design Broberg & Ridderstråle
Patina oil lamp comes in three sizes. The small and big oil lamp is 
available with copper surface or powder coated. Patina mini is made 
of brass and are also available with copper or powder coated sur-
face. Touching the oil lamps copper surface leaves a unique natural 
imprint and with time will create a beautiful patina. Measurements: 
big H:40 Ø10 cm, small H:40 Ø10 cm, mini H:30 Ø8 cm

BELL CANDLESTICK
Design Marie-Louise Hellgren
All shapes have a sound and all sounds have a shape. 
The universe is made up of light, sound and geometry. 
With Bell you can relate naturally to a sound, creating an 
extra dimension to this candlestick. Insert in matt 
polished brass. Handblown clear glass from Böhmen, 
Czech Republic. Measurements: H:13 Ø8 cm



BLAD JAR
Design Eva Schildt
The jars are designed for coffee and tea but could easily be used for 
different purposes. Together or separate. The jars are made in 
stainless steel and are laquered. Measurements: big H: 21,5 cm 
Ø12,5 cm. Small: H:15 Ø13 cm 





GÖMMA STORAGE
Design Mattias Stenberg
The idea is that Gömma can be used storing anything from jewelery 
in the bedroom to nick-nacks in the kitchen. Gömma comes in three 
sizes and is made of steel with the tray and details in brass. 
Measurements: big H:30 Ø29 cm  
medium H:15 Ø16,5 cm 
small H:12 Ø12 cm

FINN BOTTLE OPENER/HOOK
Design Ania Pauser
Finn is a humorous combination between a bottle opener and a 
hook.  It is available in two variations, brass or blackened brass. 
Measurements: H:5 W:8,5 D:6 cm

TRIO FLOWER POTS
Design Klong & drop pattern by Ania Pauser
The flower pots cut through pattern create depth and 
shadows. It is available in three sizes in two colors and 
patterns. Comes with inner pot and a brass tray. 
Measurements: big H:28 Ø27 cm, medium H:18 Ø15,5 cm, small 
H:12 Ø10,5 cm

STRAPP SHELF
Design Britta Teleman
Available in steel (white), brass or copper plated with leather details. 
Measurements: H:33 W:10 D:10 cm



BABA GLASS CLOCHE
Design Sofia Almqvist
Glass cloches inspired by the decorated Russian dolls, the Babuschka. 
The clear handblown glass allows the user to decorate the dolls by 
placing a decorative object or a plant inside. Baba comes in three 
sizes together with a plate in painted steel with 
brass details. Measurements: 
big H:35 Ø14,5 cm, 
medium H:29 Ø12,5 cm, 
small H:22 Ø9,5 cm

TOTEM BOOK STOPPERS
Design Broberg & Ridderstråle
Book rest made in brass or copper plated stainless steel.
Measurements: H:17 D:15 cm

KNUFF PEPPER MILL
Design Broberg & Ridderstråle
Pepper- and salt mill with an interior 
ceramic mill. Measurements: H:11 Ø6 cm



Our cutlery of stainless steel is available in either shiny or matt. 
All sets come in at least seven pieces. Please note that all sets of our 
selection can be bought in a gift box containing 16 pieces; 4 dinner 
forks, 4 dinner knives, 4 dinner spoons and 4 coffee spoons.

SALVIA CUTLERY  
Design Jonas Bohlin
Salvia is available in both matt or polished stainless steel. Apart from 
the seven pieces there is also salad servers, servers and ladles.

 
CUTLERY SALVIA SALAD SERVER

Design Jonas Bohlin
The Salvia salad server is available in your choice of matt or shiny 
stainless steel with handles made of dark wood. 
Salvia salad servers are presented as an elegant gift set. 
Not dishwasher proof. Measurement: 30,5 cm

SALVIA SERVERS
Design Jonas Bohlin
This set is available in your choice of matt or shiny stainless steel. 
It is in its shape generous of size and utility and can be used also for 
salads. Available in matt or shiny stainless steel. 
Dishwasher proof. Measurement: 25 cm



SALVIA SERVING SPOON 
Design Jonas Bohlin
This ladle of stainless steel and wooden handle is constructed to be 
able to rest on the rim of a pot. Not dishwasher proof. 
Measurement: 30,5 cm

SALVIA SMALL SPOON SET
Design Jonas Bohlin
These spoons of stainless steel and wood are ideal 
for serving marmalade, mustard or any other delicious mix. This item 
is sold in couples. Not dishwasher proof. Measurement: 16 cm

GONDOL & GONDOLETTE
Design Barbro Berlin
Gondol is a kitchen utensil that could be used for cutting and 
serving, a more versatile tool than theoriginal cake server. 
Gondolette is a fork with many uses, especially desserts and cakes. 
Stainless steel and a handle with golden surface. Measurements: 
Knife: 290 mm. Fork: 190 mm

MOONTOOL CHEESE & CAKE SERVERS
Design Filippa Reuterswärd
The cheese set consists of a cheese knife and a butter knife in 
stainless steel. These knives are solid and bring new radical
expression in the way they balance on the tip of the blade.
The bread set consists of a bread knife and a cake server in stainless 
steel. Both sets are sold in an elegant gift-wrapping.



LIV LAMP
Design Jonas Bohlin
Pendant lamp in two sizes. Floor and table lamp. Shade in white 
tulle, stand in steel. Measurements: big H:70 Ø50 cm, small H:60 
Ø40 cm. Floor lamp H:185 Ø50 cm, table lamp H:70 Ø40 cm

 
L IGHTING

HELY LAMP
Design Katriina Nuutinen
Limited Edition 200pcs. Hand blown 
coloured glass and stainless steel.
Measurements: H:85 W:45 D:24 cm



KNOPP LAMP
Design Ania Pauser
Knopp lamp is made of 12 petals, in two layers. The cut-out pattern 
creates light and shadows on the walls and floors. The lamp is 
available in two sizes. Shade in laser cut birch with details in brass. 
Colors: White or blue. Measurements: 
big H:55 Ø58 cm, small H:38 Ø44 cm.

BUMBLE LAMP  
Design Broberg & Ridderstråle
Table lamp in three sizes. Base in hand blown coloured glass with 
a shade of metal with LED- light source. Colors: White, green or 
pink. Measurements: big H:54 Ø38 cm, medium H:43 Ø30 cm, 
small H:36 Ø24 cm





 
FURNITURE

MONOKEL CLOTHES RACK
Design Sofia Almqvist
The high hanger should be fixed into the 
wall and could be used both for clothes 
and accessories. The hanger is made of
stainless steel and powder coated in grey.
The small brass bowl is ment for all small 
pieces you have in your pocket… 
Measurements: H:195 W:28 D:39 cm

MONOKEL UMBRELLA STAND
Design Sofia Almqvist
Monokel umbrella stand is a compliment 
to the coat hanger. It has an additional 
bowl in brass.
Measurements: H:52 W:23 

 
MONOKEL HOOK
Design Sofia Almqvist
The small hanger has a fixation 
into the wall and is made of 
stainless steel and brass.
Measurements: Ø23 cm D:10cm

JULIUS TROLLEY
Julius is a trolley on wheels designed 
for the home or the business environment. 
Frame in powder coated steel with 
details in desktop and a tray of oak. 
Measurements: H:77 W:84 D:36 cm



GLIMMER BUREAU
Design Ania Pauser
Bureau in gray or white lacquered MDF with three large drawers 
made of birch plywood. The finger-friendly knobs of brass deco-
rate the bureau like small jewels. The leg frame is made of powder 
coated steel with brass feet. 
Dimensions: H:112 W:90 D:43 cm

KOTTLA SIDEBOARD
Design Ania Pauser
The sideboard is available in green or white. The frame is of MDF 
and the doors have been crafted by hand with intarsia inspired 
elements. Marble top and interior in ash. 
Measurements: H:78 W:160 D:45 cm

EDDY STOOL
Design Eva Schildt
Velvet upholstered seat. Stained legs, brass feet.
Measurements: H:42 Ø60 cm

KOFFERT STORAGE
Design Jonas Bohlin
Available in two depths - 32 or 42 cm. 
Gray or white lacquered MDF with 
leather details.
Measurements: H:165 W:60 D:32/42 cm



COURONNE TABLE
Design Ania Pauser

With our collection Klong Horizon we wish to create furniture that, by 
its fine design, its high quality materials and unexpected details brings 
joy and harmony ... for a long time ... Klong Horizon is a concept that 
with its smart design, smart flat package distribution and smart 
materials has focused itself in providing affordable design furniture.

SIGNUM TABLE
Wis Design
Available as a cafe - or dining 
table. Top in ash veneer. Details
in brass. Measurements: 
H:75 Ø60 cm or H:75 Ø100 cm

COURONNE TABLE
Design Ania Pauser
Couronne is a board game with markersand cues. 
Table top in white or black stained ash veneer. The table is height-
adjustable. Measurements: 88 x 88 cm, game table H:91 cm, dining 
table H:76 cm, coffee table H:42 cm. 



TOTEM SHELF
Design Broberg & Ridderstråle
The Totem shelf can be combined
in endless ways. The shelf can be 
used as a solitaire with one back 
or overlapping with several backs. 
The shelves are 100 or 25 cm wide.
White or grey lacquered MDF.

RINK TABLE
Design Eva Schildt
Steel frame with table top in white or black stained ash veneer. 
Details in leather and brass with powder coated steel frame. 
Measurements: big H:48 W:129 D:86 cm, medium H:40 W:110 
D:76 cm, small H:40 W:90 D:60 cm 

LIMBO TABLE
Design Broberg & Ridderstråle
Table top in waxed ash. Frame in steel. 
Measurements: H:72 W:200/250 D:90 cm



www.klong.se / info@klong.se
KLONG Intermestic AB 
Ackumulatorvägen 7 
118 55 Lidingö 
Tel + 46 8 446 27 30   


